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• BA degree in Digital Media and Film
• Grad student in first ETEC cohort program
• Stay at home mom
• Graphic & web page designer and video editor
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“e-portfolios have provided a new, continuing mechanism both for documenting specific practices and student accomplishments and the effects that these activities have on learning outcomes.”

Vanecy, 2009
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"No, you weren't downloaded. Your were born."
Introduction
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The purpose of this instructional design project was to develop and evaluate a web-based interactive module on how to create e-portfolios for art students at University of Hawai‘i Maui College.
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Module

http://monikajost1.weebly.com/
Welcome to e-Portfolio an instructional module where you will learn all about e-Portfolios and how to create your own. Watch the clip below and continue with the Consent Form before you start with the Pre Test. Then go through Chapter by Chapter and watch each video tutorial before taking a Mini Test. At the end take the Post Test and share your thoughts regarding the module in the Attitudinal Survey.

The entire module will take approximately 1 hour. Mahalo for your precious time.
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E-portfolio

Pre Test

Click on image below to answer the questions for the Pre Test. A new window will open, fill out the test and close the window to go back to the tutorials. Please take the test before watching the tutorials.
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Module

Online Survey & Test System

List Surveys | Quickstart Guide | Disclaimer

Pre Test

Creator: Monika Jost :: Created: Dec 2nd, 2010 :: IP: 66.91.190.223

Verification

This survey is completely anonymous. However, to prevent automated attempts at taking this survey (SPAM), please enter the digits displayed in the following image. If you cannot read the digits, click Reload to create a new image.

Digits From Image:

Login Reload Cancel
Online Survey & Test System

You Are Not Logged In

Log In
Register for an Account

Overview
Surveys
Polls
Calendar
COE Wiki

Pre Test
Created by Monika Jost

Answer the following questions, then click submit when you are done.

1. Please enter your identification number

2. An electronic portfolio (e-portfolio) is
   - A digital collection of artifacts and reflections
   - A collection of photos
   - A folder with art work
   - A word document

3. What is included in a e-portfolio
   - Resume
   - Career Goals
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Module

E-portfolio

Chapter 1

What is an e-Portfolio

Click on image below to view video tutorial.

The tutorial close the window and take the Mini Quiz before you go to chapter 2.
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Module

E-portfolio

Mini Quiz Chapter 1
What is an e-Porfolio

Start
What is an e-Portfolio

An electronic portfolio (e-portfolio) is

- a collection of art pieces
- a collection of photos
- a digital collection of artifacts and reflections
- a word document
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Module

What is an e-Porfolio

An electronic portfolio (e-portfolio) is

Correct!

67% of players answered correctly.

- Bad Question
- Feedback

Next

- a collection of art pieces
- a collection of photos
- a digital collection of artifacts and reflections
- a word document

SPREAD THE WORD
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Module

What is an e-Porfolio

Question 2/2

My Score 100  Hi Score 100

An e-portfolio includes

Wrong

67% of players answered correctly.

Bad Question  Feedback

Personal Interest

Career Goals

Resume

all of the above
Module

E-portfolio

Chapter 2
Create a Weebly account
Click on image below to view video tutorial.
After viewing the tutorial close the window and take the Mini Quiz before you go to chapter 3.
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Module

Camtasia: mac screen recording

monikajost's Library > chapter 2

Weebly – Create a free website and a free blog


Username
Password
Email

Sign Up

What can I do with Weebly?

• Create a free website & blog
• Easy drag and drop interface
• No technical skills required
• Dozens of professional designs
• Free domain hosting
Module

E-portfolio

Chapter 3
Weebly Editing Tools Overview

Click on image below to view video tutorial.
After viewing the tutorial close the window and take the Mini Quiz before you go to chapter 4.
Chapter 4

Choosing a Design in Weebly

Click on image below to view video tutorial.

After viewing the tutorial close the window and take the Mini Quiz before you go to chapter 5.
Module

E-portfolio

Chapter 5

Adding Content in Weebly

Click on image below to view video tutorial.
After viewing the tutorial close the window and take the Mini Quiz before you go to chapter 6.
Chapter 6

Adding a Page in Weebly

Click on image below to view video tutorial.

After viewing the tutorial close the window and take the Mini Quiz before you go to Chapter 7.
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Module

E-portfolio

Chapter 7

Adding a Gallery in Weebly

Click on image below to view video tutorial.

After viewing the tutorial close the window and take the Mini Quiz before you take the Post Test.
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Module

E-portfolio

Attitudinal Survey

Gender *
- Male
- Female
- Other

What year were you born *

Background information

1. Generally speaking, how comfortable are you using a computer? *
   - Very comfortable
   - comfortable
   - Somewhat comfortable
   - Not very comfortable
   - Not at all comfortable

2. How often do you use the Internet? *
   - Once or more a day
   - A few times a week
   - A few times a month
   - Hardly ever
   - Never

3. Have you ever created a web page? *

Home
Consent Form
Pre Test
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Chapter 4
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Post Test
Attitudinal Survey
Contact
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Test Scores by Objectives

Pre Test 100%
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Results and Findings

Test Scores by Objectives

Pre Test 100%
Post Test 80%
Results and Findings

Test Scores by Participant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Accuracy %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre Test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Participant 1: Pre Test score 40, Post Test score 90
- Participant 2: Pre Test score 90, Post Test score 80
- Participant 3: Pre Test score 60, Post Test score 70
- Participant 4: Pre Test score 70, Post Test score 80
- Participant 5: Pre Test score 80, Post Test score 70
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• positively
• 40% received instructions from a web-based module
• 40% had taken an online class
• 60% never created web
• 100% create a web page
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Attitudinal Survey

• Visual design pleasing
• 100% easy to navigate
Attitudinal Survey
• Visual design pleasing
• 100% easy to navigate
• Access at convenience
Attitudinal Survey

• Visual design pleasing
• 100% easy to navigate
• Access at convenience
• 80% face-to-face
“Very basic, easy to follow instructions”
"Very basic, easy to follow instructions"

"The demonstrations were very helpful in orienting to the material and where different options are. I liked that there were comprehension sections after the different modules and then an inclusive one at the end. The test helped enforce the information"
“Short and to the point.”
“Short and to the point."

“It taught me to access a great software - free of charge - I look forward to using weebly ;) I enjoyed the cartoon in the beginning, the way the lectures were broken up into segments and the narrator.”
“Short and to the point.”

“It taught me to access a great software - free of charge - I look forward to using weebly ;) I enjoyed the cartoon in the beginning, the way the lectures were broken up into segments and the narrator.”

“Access to a published weebly site to help visualize what its all about.”
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• Digital Natives
• My teachers:  Dr. Mike Menchaca  
Dr. Curtis Ho  
Dr. Peter Leong  
Dr. Ellen Hoffman  
Ari Elchelberger  
• CFG  JoAnn Fifield  
Julie Umetsu  
Tia Mayberry  
• ETEC Ohana  
• Family and Friends
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